Intraoperative consultation for axillary sentinel lymph node biopsy: an 8-year audit.
To summarize the authors' 8-year institutional experience with intraoperative consultation via frozen section (FS) on sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) in breast cancer patients we recorded the, complete operative procedure including additional surgery on the ipsilateral axilla and intraoperative consultation and permanent histopathologic processing for all cases with inoperative consultation on SLNB in breast cancer patients between the groups, chi(2) and Fisher's exact tests were used. Intraoperative consultation was positive in 116/706 cases (16.4%) and final pathology in 158/706 cases (22.4%); the false-negative rate was 26.6%, the false-positive rate was 0%, and the overall accuracy was 94%. False-negative rate was significantly associated with the size of metastasis (micro vs macrometastasis; P < .002) but not significantly associated with the histologic type (P = 0.76) or pathologist expertise (P = 0.08). The rate of spared second procedures was 92% when calculated exclusively for patients who ultimately underwent ALND. Intraoperative consultation via FS for SLNB is a safe practice that can reliably save clinically node-negative patients a second surgery.